
Between Innocence and Implication? Approaching Testimonies from Former Nazi Elite-School 

Pupils  

This paper will focus upon some of the challenges raised by my current second book project – a 

comprehensive history of the Napolas (aka Nationalpolitische Erziehungsanstalten or National-

Political Education Institutes), the most prominent type of Nazi elite school. 

Pupils who passed the Napolas’ rigorous selection process were educated from the age of ten upwards 

with the aim of their subsequently becoming the future elite of the Third Reich in all walks of life – 

whether political, military, economic or intellectual. However, during the Second World War, the age 

of those pupils who were mobilised for the armed forces decreased ever more rapidly, with many boys 

going into battle as young adolescents.  

The corpus of correspondence and oral history interviews which I have gathered from around a 

hundred former pupils potentially allows for a rich and wide-ranging analysis of their experiences, as 

children who were being explicitly trained in the service of the Nazi regime. However, working with 

such material also raises a number of significant methodological challenges which apply more 

generally to the study of childhood during this period.  

For instance, how far is it possible to move beyond the standard ‘perpetrator/victim’ dichotomy when 

considering the actions of children or adolescents – or to evade the pitfalls of demonisation and 

moralisation which often beset discussion of this topic in German memory discourse? How do 

individuals manage adequately to remember and commemorate their childhood, when it occurred 

under a political regime which has become synonymous both with utter evil, and with the ultimate 

horror of modernity? More specifically, how do German children who grew up under National 

Socialism cope with negotiating the tension between an often happily remembered personal “reality”, 

and current censure of the Nazi past?  

My paper will aim to explore the diverse ways in which men of this peer-group – too young to be 

implicated in the Nazi regime’s crimes, yet old enough to have lived in its embrace from infancy to 

late adolescence – have come to terms with memories of their schooldays at these elite educational 

institutions. In particular, the paper will touch upon former pupils' recollections of some of the close 

encounters which took place between Napola-pupils and concentration-camp prisoners towards the 

end of World War II. 


